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ABSTRACT

Urbanization that results in the connection of impervious surfaces within a catchment to a waterway

rapidly degrades the health of aquatic systems. This connectivity is commonly referred to as Directly

Connected Impervious or DCI and is the subject of a growing body of research both locally in

Australia and internationally. The most notable of these research projects being the practical

research project at Little Stringybark which seeks to reverse DCI impacts through a catchment wide

retrofit program.

Dobson’s Creek is a small sub-catchment in Dandenong Creek catchment, and a tributary to

Dandenong Creek, that flows into Liverpool Road Retarding Basin. The Dobsons Creek catchment has

approximately 10% DCI and as such the waterway is significantly stressed.

Like the Little Stringybark project the Dobson's Creek DCI retrofit project aims to improve the

catchment hydrology through modifications of the stormwater system on both private and public

land. Allotment scale options include raingardens, downpipe disconnections and "leaky" rainwater

tanks (designed to slowly draw down to the garden) that are utilised for toilet/laundry and outdoor

use. These allotment scale treatments will be in conjunction with larger precinct scale raingardens

and streetscape WSUD.

Melbourne Water, South East Water and Knox City Council are the three agencies that have

committed to working together to complete the DCI project. The inter-agency collaboration model is

crucial to the success of this project as all agencies have differing levels of influence, jurisdiction,

objectives and capacity.

The Dobsons Creek project, whilst comparable to that at Little Stringybark, differs to it in that is

seeks to test the viability of agency as opposed to academic delivery, mainstream techniques and
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establish accurate costs for future projects whilst disconnecting the upper reaches of Dobsons

Creek.

INTRODUCTION

Background

Dobsons Creek is a sub-catchment of the Dandenong Creek catchment that flows from its

headwaters in the Dandenong Ranges National Park into the Liverpool Road Retarding Basin before

entering a piped connection to Dandenong Creek. The catchment of Dobsons Creek is approximately

1300 hectares, of which 461 hectares is within Knox City Council and SE Water’s boundary. The

creek flows through private land for most of its lower and middle reaches. The catchment is entirely

within the suburb of The Basin, and approximately 30 kilometres east of the CBD as the crow flies. A

review of the census data (Manidis Roberts, 2011) reveals that in the Basin:

 There are 1486 households

 There is a total population of 4133 people

 85% of properties are owner occupiers

 Median incomes (individual, household, and family) are above the national average

The Basin is a very green part of Melbourne and is known to be small, tight knit community

Figure 1. Project Location

Current Creek Condition

Dobsons creek condition is influenced by a range of issues: weeds, erosion, increased flows, stock

and grazing, and fish barriers. Platypus have been recorded in the creek, but their long term
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prospects are thought to be less than positive due to lack of connectivity with other populations.

Nonetheless the creek is in a relatively good condition, particularly in the upper reaches and is

considered to be one of Knox’s ‘high value catchments’, along with Blind Creek, Ferny Creek,

Monbulk Creek (Knox City Council, 2010).

Directly Connected Impervious, DCI

In addition to those issues already listed Dobsons Creek is stressed by run off from urbanization in its

catchment. A growing body of research links even very small connectivity of anthropogenic

impervious surfaces to a waterway by drainage systems, with a rapid decline in in-stream ecological

health as measured by macro-invertebrate assemblage (King 2011, Walsh 2004).

Figure 2. Relationship between Signal score (an indicator of bugs in the waterway) and the level of

imperviousness (After Walsh, 2004).

The level of connectivity for a catchment can be measured as a percentage of total area that is

directly connected; Directly Connected Impervious or DCI

The Dobson Creek Project supported and delivered through three agencies as a key objective aims

to reverse that decline by managing stormwater in such a way to return a more natural hydrology

to the catchment, effectively disconnecting the stormwater system

Walsh et al. 2010 identified four critical objectives for stormwater managers to address in order to

maximise the protection of receiving waterways.

1. To minimize uncontrolled stormwater flows. It is essential to retain and treat via WSUD as much

stormwater as possible within the catchment in order to prevent untreated piped flow reaching

waterways
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2. Ensure infiltration flow rates to streams do not exceed predevelopment rates

3. Ensure infiltration flows to streams meet ANZECC guidelines for ecosystem protection and,

4. To achieve the aforementioned three objectives it will be necessary to retain or lose stormwater

runoff via indoor use, irrigation and evapotranspiration.

Melbourne Water commissioned the mapping of directly connected surfaces across its catchments

in 2010. The mapping involved:

The use of fast look 4-band (Red, Green, Blue and Infra-red) aerial photos of 35cm

resolution. A Normalised Differential Vegetation Index (NDVI) was used to automatically

delineate impervious surfaces using aerial photos followed by a manual verification process.

The piped drainage network was used to condition a digital elevation model (DEM) and

derive sub-catchments for every piped network where it enters a stream. Overland flow

distances from impervious polygons to the nearest pipe and/or stream were calculated. An

exponential decay function was used to determine the degree of connectedness of an

impervious polygon to the stream (Walsh and Kunapo 2009).

Impervious surfaces and water in the Dobson Creek catchment

Understanding and mapping the actual impervious surfaces within the catchment was critical to this

project (Alluvium, 2011), to ensure that the project could confidently review the DCI of the

catchment, and target areas to most effectively reduce the DCI across private and public land. The

analysis identified:

 Determining the DCI of the catchment is uncertain and depends on the data and ability to

inspect actual conditions on ground: in this catchment many houses that did not have an

approved point of discharge and thus should not be connected in fact have pipe connections

to municipal drainage.

 The DCI of the catchment is estimated to be 9.8%

 64% of the impervious surfaces come from roads, and the remainder from private lots

(although there is some variability in these figures depending on how DCI is determined)

 The Claremont Avenue and Shop regions could be targeted for disconnection based on their

higher DCI subcatchment values

 There are 21.1 kilometres of roads in the catchment
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Table 1. Impervious surfaces for each of the seven regions in Dobson Creek

Name Area (m
2
) Impervious

area (m
2
)

Connected

impervious

area (m
2
)

DCI % of DCI that

is private land

% of DCI

that is

public land

Academy Dr 1218947 127047 106264 8.7% 68.0% 32.0%

Claremont Ave 409049 132238 128699 31.5% 67.3% 32.7%

Forested 2125556 140906 63219 3.0% 62.2% 37.8%

Liverpool Rd -
Retarding Basin

362867 19819 19819 5.5% 38.3% 61.7%

Mountain Hwy -
Upper

187373 56862 0 0.0% 99.1% 0.9%

Shops 82501 26983 20746 25.1% 49.3% 50.7%

Wicks Reserve 224665 49729 11617 5.2% 72.6% 27.4%

Grand Total 4610958 553585 350365 7.6% 64.1% 35.9%

Figure 3. Catchment Impervious

A water balance of the catchment identified that on average, almost 3.5 gigalitres of water falls on

this catchment each year. The modelled water balance (with 9.8% of the catchment impervious) is

approximately:
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 64% of rainfall in the catchment is evapotranspired;

 24% of rainfall in the catchment infiltrates; and

 11% of rainfall in the catchment runs off.

The impervious surfaces are contributing approximately 284 megalitres per year to the runoff.

The Partners

Melbourne Water Corporation

Melbourne Water is owned by the Victorian Government. Melbourne Water manage water supply

catchments, treat and supply drinking and recycled water, remove and treat most of Melbourne’s

sewage, and manage waterways and major drainage systems in the Port Phillip and Westernport

region.

This project is a key to demonstrating how stormwater quality and quantity issues can be tackled at

their source, and in a collaborative model.

Melbourne Water is interested in this project from three perspectives: using this as a model for

protecting peri-urban areas from impervious runoff (the Threatened Catchments program),

developing capacity within local council (the Living Rivers Program), and working with water retailers

to move towards integrated water management.

Knox City Council

Knox City Council is located 25 kilometres east of the Melbourne CBD, in the foothills of the

Dandenong Ranges and occupies an area of 114 km2. Knox is surrounded by major parks and has five

creeks running through the municipality. Dobsons Creek is one of the key waterways draining the

northern slopes of Mount Dandenong.

A sustainable natural environment was identified as one of the key themes from the Knox

Community Vision 2025 and Knox City Council is committed to being a leader in sustainable

environmental management, in producing a healthier local environment, a green and leafy

municipality, and sustainable living opportunities for all. This project also meets the Knox City

Council Plan 2009-13’s objective to protect and enhance the natural environment and reduce our

environmental footprint.

The project is in line with the Knox City Council’s Water Sensitive and Urban Design and Stormwater

Management Strategy 2010 aiming to protect and rehabilitate waterways in ‘High Value Catchment’

areas towards pre-development waterway characteristics (original ecosystem). The project also

aligns to the Knox’s 2008/2018 Sustainable Environment Strategy which shows that creeks are an

important asset to the City of Knox; they provide the community with recreating opportunities and

contain areas of high biodiversity and conservation value critical to the environmental sustainability

of Knox and its community.
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Council will work towards disconnection of directly connected impervious surfaces within Dobsons

creek catchment through management of available resources and through communication &

education with the community.

South Eat Water Limited

South East Water is a provider of water, sewerage, trade waste and water saving services for

residents and businesses in an area ranging from the South East of Melbourne to South Gippsland.

SE Water recently developed a “Water Initiatives for 2050: an Integrated Water Management

Strategy for Melbourne's south east” (http://waterinitiatives2050.com.au/). The objectives of Water

Initiatives for 2050 include:

 Community access to affordable water services

 Reduced reliance on drinking water by using fit-for-purpose water that is safe and meets

customer needs

 Optimised use of infrastructure (multi-purpose)

 Reduced pollution and erosion of waterways through the reuse of stormwater

 Improved community understanding of the water cycle

The Dobsons Creek Disconnection Project is closely related to SE Water’s objectives and will provide

valuable information for the ongoing approach to integrated water management.

The IOTA business within SE Water will manage and deliver the private lot aspects of the project.

Project Drivers, Vision and Objectives

Previous research in Little Stringybark Creek (H. Brown, 2010), revealed that councils and water

authorities have less trust with the community when compared to academic institutions. One of the

outcomes and a key driver for from the Dobsons Creek project will be a test of the viability of

agencies working together and overcoming this lack of trust.

The vision and objectives of the project itself were developed through a series of workshops with

the three main partner agencies. A ‘Program Logic’ approach was adopted to enable the objectives

to be separated into short and long term objectives, as well as developing a vision for the project.

The vision is:

 The health of Dobsons Creek has been improved

 There is an informed, engaged and responsible local community

 The three project partners have a shared commitment and vision to sustainable stormwater

management delivering multiple benefits, (potable substitution, increased amenity and potential

reductions in nuisance flooding)
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The program logic diagram below, (Error! Reference source not found. 4) is the ‘guide’ to how the

project is delivered, and also a means to evaluate the project when it is complete. There are

several assumptions in this logic, and as the project is implemented it will be possible to take an

adaptive management approach and update this logic as some of the assumptions, links and

activities need reconfiguring.

Broad goals

Foundational activities

Influence activities

Intermediate outcomes

Program outcomes

Pollutants from urban
surfaces have been

reduced

KCC to deliver on
part of the WSUD
and Stormwater

strategy and
streetscape

strategy

Increase infiltration and evapotranspiration

Each organisation
deliver on project

plan

Targeted
community

engagement –
aiming for
emotional
connection

General community
engagement

Articulate
in detail

the model
of inter-
agency

cooperatio
n

Develop
ment of
options

to deliver

Define
project

boundari
es

Investigati
on of how
stormwate

r
disconnecti

on impacts
on flood

peaks

Market
research

(note tax on
tanks issue)

Project Plan

Local communities have
greater sense of place

The health of Dobsons Creek has been improved

The hydrology of
Dobson Creek has been
restored to closer to a

natural state

Local
commu
nities

are
connec
ted to
their
local

waterw
ay

Effective partnership between agencies

Targeted residents have taken action on managing stormwater more sustainably

Local
communitie

s having
ownership

of
stormwater
managemen

t both at
home and
catchment

scale – local
residents

are
champions

Local community
engaged about their
local waterway – like
people are on a fire

plan & link to
sustainable homes

Subsidise
stormwater reuse

systems for (potable)
water savings

Informed, engaged and
responsible local

community

Subsidise
stormwater

treatment systems
for retention / loss

Sign joint agreement to
deliver project plan and

agree on program
outcomes

MW work with
others in a high

value
catchment to

improve
waterways

SEWL
understand

and
implement
DCI project

A shared commitment and vision to sustainable
stormwater management delivering multiple

benefits

Review of
imperviou
s surfaces

ESO /
Planni

ng
contro

ls

Disconne
ct roads

Protect / enhance organisations reputations

Risk
analysis

Systems have longevity
/ residents have

capacity to maintain
into the future

Monitori
ng and

Evaluatio
n plan

Technical
sizing of

tanks and
leaky
tanks

Knowledge
sharing

between
Utility

Services
and LSC

Team

Figure 4. Program Logic

Deliverables – project team to deliver

 Reduce DCI within this catchment to less than 5%

 Evaluation of stakeholder support Report on delivery models and recommendations for

when and where to apply

 Accurate forecast of funds required to retrofit peri-urban catchments

 Realistic Disconnection target recommendation/ disconnection to $ metric

 Construction of a range of demonstration systems at select locations and associated open

days.
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Potable substitution

The restoration of a more natural hydrology or disconnection, (although technically this is an

inaccurate descriptor as system do maintain an overflow to the traditional stormwater system)

provides residents with the opportunity to reduce their potable consumption at home, this a key

criterion for South East Water’s involvement.

SE Water estimates that the total consumption in this region is 81.9 megalitres. 91% of the potable

consumption is related to residential properties, with 9% used by commercial operations.

An analysis of internal demands (based on the SE Water Residential End Use Study) indicates that if

the toilet and laundry are substituted with tank water for every house in the catchment there is a

possible demand reduction of 30%, or a potential saving in this community of 24.4 megalitres a year.

Substitution of outdoor usage is normally considered in this type of analysis, but the empirical

evidence suggests that the outdoor usage in this area is very low.

The financial savings to residents will also be noticed as the sewerage rate is a function of potable

mains water consumed.

The figure below illustrates how much mains water that is currently consumed in the catchment can

be substituted by tank water. This assumes that every house substitutes mains water for tank water

in their toilet and washing machines.
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Figure 5. Potential Potable Substitution
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Methodology - Private Lot works

To maximise cost and time efficiencies it was determined

that a standard offer would be made available to eligible

properties. Anything outside what was deemed a

“standard installation” e.g. slimline tank, the customer

would then pay for any costs in excess of the costs for a

standard installation.

Eligible properties were entitled to a maximum of three 4500 litre round tanks based on roof

dimension and catchment. Tanks could be attached to any permanent dwelling with gutters.

The number of tanks to be installed was dependent on roof size. Assuming the property could safely

install multiple tanks, the following applied:

• Houses with a roof of up to 100 m2 could have only 1 tank

• Houses with a roof of between 100 and 120 m2 could have 1 or 2 tanks

• Houses with a roof of between 121 and 200 m2 must have 2 tanks

• Houses with a roof of between 200 and 240 m2 could have 2 or 3 tanks

• Houses with a roof greater than 240 m2 must have 3 tanks.

Each tank came with a certificate of compliance, pump and switching system, pump, suction kit,

rainwater sign, garden tap, base and other associated plumbing to connect the tank to the toilet

and/or laundry. First flush diverter, leaf eater, level indicator, weatherproof power point would also

be installed if required at no cost to the customer,

Residents had the option to choose between a range of tank colours.

In addition, tanks included a dripper hose that constantly disperses water very slowly into an

adjacent garden or lawn area. This slow ‘leak’ has two advantages – it will keep gardens well

watered, while helping to keep enough space in the tank to capture stormwater when it rains and

achieve effective disconnection.

Residents also received downpipe diversion units on downpipes that are not connected to a

rainwater tank. This enables the stormwater to be diverted onto garden or lawn areas before it

enters the underground drainage system.

If a house did not require the rainwater tanks, (i.e. it already has sufficient tanks installed) the

internal and external plumbing was still available.

Site inspections were conducted for all registered properties to determine what offer they were

entitled to.
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Figure 6. Downpipe Diversion and Tank with Leak

576 eligible properties, both residential and non-residential, were direct mailed in mid-March 2012 a

personalised letter and information pack outlining the objectives of the program, and inviting the

resident to register their interest in participating in the program to receive rainwater tanks and

stormwater diversions installed free of charge.

Residents could register their interest via phone, email, post or attending one of 5 information

sessions, at the end of March, located at The Basin Progress Hall at the corner of Mountain Highway

and Forest Road.

Rain Water tanks were installed at the Progress Hall (figure8) prior to the information sessions and

residents could have a look at what would be installed at their property. This was an extremely

successful part of the program as residents liked to see what they would get plus it assisted staff in

explaining the benefits of the program and what we were trying to achieve.
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Disconnect

Figure 8. Installation at the Hub

Registrations closed on the 28th March 2012 and any registrations received after the 3oth March

were advised that registrations had closed and would be kept on file should another offer be made

available.

Methodology Public/ Streetscapes

The Dobsons Creek Catchment consists of approx. 55.ha of impervious area, of which 35.9% may be

attributed to road surfaces. As a test case, a plan was developed to identify opportunities and scope

of works to progressively disconnect the catchment from Dobsons

A retrofit approach was reliant on three particular programs of council:

 Modifying existing capital works when they arise – moving away from a traditional piped

connection to integration of water sensitive design solutions to manage for quantity and

quality

 Identifying new capital works – future opportunities and program planning for roads,

flooding and drainage improvement works.

 Implementing the Knox Streetscapes Strategy
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An initial review of roads within the catchment resulted in a prioritisation list of candidate roads for

drainage retrofits. This priority was based on an analysis of slope, catchment area and land use type,

presence/absence of drainage infrastructure, and availability of space within the road reserve – the

best return on investment effort to ensure achievement of water quality improvement objectives for

the catchment

Street Road on

capital

plan

Average

road

reserve

Impervio

us area

(m2)

Subcatch

ment

Reductio

n in DCI

Priority Reason

Golden Grove Yes 4.42 1528 Claremon
t Ave

1.2% Very high On
capital
plan

Sheffield Road No 6.00 7729 Forested 12.2% Very high Area and
width

Basin-Olinda
road

No 18.83 7172 Wicks
Reserve
and
Forested

9.6% Very high Area and
width
and
impact
on DCI

Liverpool Road No 6.51 4269 Academy
Drive

4.0% Very high Area and
width
and
impact
on DCI

Mountain
Highway

No 9.60 20456 Academy
Drive

19.3% Very high Area and
width
and
impact
on DCI

Festival Place No 2.42 829 Academy
Drive

0.8% High Meets
criteria

Crest Court No 1.88 1708 Academy
Drive

1.6% High Meets
criteria

Inverness
Avenue

No 2.29 2206 Claremon
t Ave

1.7% High Meets
criteria

Milleara Street No 3.34 4002 Forested 6.3% High Meets
criteria

Walker Street No 2.62 1804 Wicks
Reserve

15.5% Medium Drains to
bio-
infiltratio
n
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Results - Private Lots

Of the 576 offers sent a total of 207 properties registered their interest by the 30th March 2012 and

17 properties registered their interest after this date.

By far the most popular method of registration was the information sessions held at the Progress

Hall with 149 customers registering their interest.
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Figure 9 Registration Type

There was quite a community feel about the registrations with many interested residents coming

down because they had read the information pack and “had been speaking to their neighbour about

it who had already registered”. The lady in the coffee shop was also a strong advocate for us for the

program.

Figure 10. Tanks Being Installed

Installations for the program commenced in June 2012 with an expected completion date of early

2013. As at 2/8/2102 site inspections conducted on all properties indicated that a total of 388 rain

water tanks will be installed and a total of 449 toilet and / or laundry connections will be completed.

In addition, there will be 554 Downpipe Connections and 264 Downpipe Diversions.
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Figure 11. Rainwater Tank Installs

Figure 12. Downpipe and Toilet Laundry Connections

Residents who install rain water tanks and connect to toilet and/or laundry are eligible for the Living

Victoria Water Rebate Program. Residents would normally receive this rebate 6-8 weeks after

installation of the rain water tank by submitting paperwork to their local water authority.

South East Water and Melbourne Water approached the Department of Sustainability and

Environment and funding that could be utilised against properties that are eligible to receive the

rebate. This funding was received as an up-front payment and negated the need for the customer to
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submit paperwork and allowed more rain water tanks to be installed when combined with the

funding that Melbourne Water has provided.

Results - Streetscape/ Public

To date three priority initiatives have formed the basis of Knox City Council’s WSUD Capital Works

Program and have either been constructed, or are in the process of detailed design and tendering:

 Phase I - Designed and constructed 2010-11: Wicks Reserve Bio-infiltration system,

 Phase II - Detailed design and construct 2012-13: Golden Grove and Bowen Avenue, Phase III -

Concept, detailed design and construct 2012-13: Sheffield Road and Basin-Olinda Road.

Recognition of Success

In 2010-11 Wicks Reserve was constructed and captured low flows from a catchment area of some

22.5 km2 (of which almost a quarter is impervious). This project has received recognition from the

industry with notable awards for its innovative approach to achieving a retrofit approach to

disconnecting an existing catchment from traditional piped drainage infrastructure. To date, these

awards include the Stormwater Victoria Excellence in Infrastructure Award in 2011 and an UN

Association of Australia World Environment Day Award for Sustainable Water Management in 2012.

The project is currently listed as a finalist in the National Stormwater Awards for Excellence 2012.

Figure 13. Wicks Reserve Performance

This system is now functioning and attracting new visitors to the area, all the while making a positive

contribution to the flow regime of this catchment – successfully managing for quantity and quality

parameters
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The third phase of the above program is now in concept stage and intended to be constructed at a

similar time to the Golden Grove and Bowen Avenue sections (Phase II).

Collectively, these initiatives explore simple retrofit options to small residential roads that can be

replicated throughout the whole Council region.

The next major works are scheduled for Golden Grove and Bowen Avenue. These streets were

identified as the next priority opportunity given they were programmed for capital improvement

works, are in close proximity to the creek, and provide suitable space within the streetscape to

retrofit with WSUD features. The Golden-Bowen initiative will disconnect a further 5.5 hectares of

catchment from Dobsons Creek, through the use of a vegetated swale, a streetscape feature rain-

garden, and an extensive tiered bio-infiltration system within council reserve immediately adjacent

to the creek.

Figure 14. Concept design for Bowen Avenue swale

Phase II and III of the overall retrofit initiative required a shared commitment from Knox City Council

to secure matched funding support from Melbourne Water under the Living Rivers Program.
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Discussion

What worked well?

The use of the Council multi-disciplinary WSUD Working Group has been invaluable in ensuring that

all sections of Council are on top of the progress and issues for all milestones and key design issues

of the streetscapes works.

Some of the challenges for the streetscapes works have included:

 Working with steep slopes

 Working around other services

 Considering and managing potential greywater runoff

 Minimising costs and use of concrete walls

 Weather

All of these issues have been overcome through a collaborative and flexible approach to the design

with the systems, doing it simple using landscape opportunities and form.

The Streetscape/ Public land systems have proved cheaper to implement than private lot works but

do not offer potable reduction although there may be flood and amenity benefits. The streetscapes

projects have (to date) also take significantly longer to design and deliver, by their nature each being

bespoke.

The Wicks reserve launch was a relatively high profile event that was successful in engaging both

councillors and the local community. Subsequent awards and media interest have also assisted in

maintaining interest in the project.

The University of Melbourne and Monash University disconnection project in Little Stringybark Creek

collated a range of research and approaches that influenced the design of this project. The

community engagement and social science behind the Little Stringybark Creek project have been

documented by Helen Brown (2010). Key findings and recommendations are included in the

Dobsons Creek project:

 Undertaking market research prior to commencing engagement with residents

 Using a trusted face

 Simplifying the economic model that sits behind the engagement with residents

 Managing future development to ensure there is no decline in DCI through a planning overlay

 Streamlining delivery through a partnership with the local water retailer

 Promoting rainwater tanks and stormwater diversions as the ‘primary solutions’ due to the cost

of installs and willingness of uptake by customers, as opposed to promoting raingardens

It has been significantly faster to adopt those aspects of the Little Stringybark Project (such as the

leaky tanks) which have proved to be successful rather than developing and trialling novel systems
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and approaches. The Little Stringybark’s team must be acknowledged for their generosity in

providing both time and technical expertise.

Furthermore installations are being completed by the installer who has been involved in the Little

Stringy Bark Creek project and this has been beneficial as he is familiar with the program’s objectives

and how to implement the new approaches.

Face to face interaction such as at the registration and the chance to see exactly what was on offer

very successful in getting registrations and overcoming the common perspective that there had to

be a catch and that it was too good to be true. It was explained that there were no catches and that

they would not receive a rain water tank only, if after conducting a site inspection, that it was

logistically impossible, or too cost prohibitive due to the terrain in the area, to install a rain water

tank.

The Dobsons Creek Project engaged the services of a professional communications team Manidis

Roberts to assist in developing clear and consistent project collateral that outline both the rules and

choices. Feedback from residents has praised the clarity of these materials and they are considered

to be something that has worked well for the project.

To expedite rapid and trouble free delivery as well as reducing resourcing issues within council the

project elected to use tanks of a size that would not trigger a planning permit.

What would be done differently?

Collaboration was a key objective of the project however doing everything together did not prove to

be the most efficient way to plan and or deliver the project. With three parties to organise and bring

together governance meetings were often delayed and it was difficult to maintain momentum. The

project eventually evolved into streams, (private lot and streetscape public land) as can be inferred

from the divided results section. This division has not impacted significantly on the outcomes though

and has in fact allowed parties to progress at their own pace and with growing confidence. It could

however have been avoided through early high level commitment and allocation of dedicated

resources although clearly this would have increased the project overhead and cost.

As with any such project changes in the both staff and delivery mechanism caused significant delays.

This could have been avoided with clearer project documentation and a staged commitment process

for ease of transfer between staff. As with the previous paragraph this issue in part stems from

resourcing issues where this project is but one of many for each agency’s project managers.

Lessons learnt

Despite initial concerns in regards to agency engagement with the community to date all interaction

have been extremely positive. It seems at this point in the project that agencies such as Melbourne’s

water retailers and local government can indeed deliver catchment restoration projects.
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Community networking / conversations are a powerful force; engaged participants canvassing their

neighbours and reminding them to sign up. Should further funding of private lot work take place the

project team intend to better explore this avenue.

The best manner in which to overcome scepticism that this offer was too good to be true has been

trouble free and well managed works on ground. Early estimates from the plumber indicate that a

large number of households that did not originally register are now keen to participate.

Despite initial cost projections and projected cost savings through economy of scale this remains an

expensive undertaking. It must be noted however that works on the private lot are managed by the

home owner which in turn offsets operational and maintenance costs.

It is critical to align expectations and understand actual capacity at the beginning of the project. For

example available resources, speed of delivery and working within the risk appetite of one’s

organisation define the project pace. The streams of the project are being delivered at differing rates

but this should no way be inferred to mean that any agency is not striving for project success.

A shared partnership approach to both staff resources as well as budget allocation is critical as it

demonstrates a high level commitment of Council to the implementation of WSUD and retrofits to a

landscape to achieve disconnection – which is contrary to traditional methods to date. A

demonstration of shared investment and commitment is necessary to ensure ongoing action is

undertaken by all parties to a long-term view of disconnection and waterway protection, beyond the

scope of current-day funding opportunities.

Further, this approach has been able to provide hands-on capacity building of Council staff to gain

knowledge, awareness and confidence in developing future concepts into on-ground change. In the

case of Knox City Council, they have complemented their funding commitment to WSUD by

establishing an annual Renewals Program which allows for future investment in managing and

maintaining the WSUD assets in the Dobsons Creek Catchment and seeks to further disconnect Knox

catchments from other valuable waterway assets within the municipality.

What next

The project has captured over 50% of the houses and committed all original budget for private lot

works. It appears though that there is significant interest in further private lot works. In this lies an

opportunity to explore alternate delivery models the community; now that the value of the works

has been noted subsequent rounds could require a homeowner contribution. Discussions with South

East Water indicate that this may be possible through an interest free loan to be paid over 24

months with the water bill. With this in mind the project team will also explore current budgets as

well other funding opportunities over the coming months with a view to running another round.

The council WSUD group continue to progress systems for streetscapes and public land and are

refining the designs to be even cheaper and simpler. The effective disconnection may be the work of

several more years.
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Planning Controls/ ESO

Experience from the Little Stringybark Creek project, has revealed that even within what appears to

be a stable catchment in terms of development that DCI can increase incrementally as a result of

road sealing and in fill development. The impacts of this on project success can be significant if

mitigation measures are not applied

To prevent this and protect both the waterway and the project’s investment an Ecologically Sensitive

Overlay, ESO or equivalent is being considered for the catchment that would require new

development to manage its stormwater in such a way as to not impact the waterway.
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